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Composing For The Red Screen
A computer map of the Ohio River Valley, dated 2005, shows high concentrations, in red, spread along the ... from other satellites, Aura composition data reveal the processes that contribute to ...
NASA celebrates Aura's ten-year orbit!
Composer and professor of music Bright Sheng found himself right in the centre of conflicts over race and identity — and blackface — when he tried to teach the mysteries of turning Shakespearean drama ...
Olivier with a twist: Composer Bright Sheng and the mysteries of race in America
Reviewer TONY MAGEE praises "The Little Red Fox" as being beautifully produced for the streaming audience, with exquisite sound quality, and interesting camera angles and vision.
Trio gives Greenaway’s ‘Red Fox’ a wonderful run
Composer and professor of music Bright Sheng found himself right in the centre of conflicts over race and identity -- and blackface -- when he tried to teach the mysteries of turning Shakespearean ...
South Africa: Olivier With a Twist - Composer Bright Sheng and the Mysteries of Race in America
Bright Sheng is a professor of composition at the University of Michigan. He was born in China in 1955; when he was a child, the Red Guards took ... apologized for screening this version of ...
Michigan Students Accuse Celebrated Music Professor of Racism for Screening Othello
Netflix hosted a special screening of The Harder They Fall at The Shrine in Los Angeles. The film’s director, writer, composer and producer Jeymes Samuel, producers James Lassiter and Shawn “JAY-Z” ...
ICYMI: Jeymes Samuel, Shawn “JAY-Z” Carter, Regina King and More Attend ‘The Harder They Fall’ LA Screening
Lou Reed was turning out trendy pop singles for the budget label Pickwick records. At the same time, Welshman John Cale was playing viola in ...
Todd Haynes' new film takes us deep into The Velvet Underground
SHATTERED phone screens may be a thing of the past after ... making it 3,000 times tougher than the materials that compose it.” He added “flexible glass” is a lost invention from the time ...
Shattered phone screens may be thing of the past with creation of ‘unbreakable’ glass
The BFI London Film Festival came to Nottingham this month, as special screenings from the event were beamed onto screens at Broadway Cinema. We pick five of the LFF films you should keep your eye ...
Five of the Best Movies From BFI London Film Festival at Broadway
As previously announced, the awards-facing festival will open with the premiere of Lin-Manuel Miranda’s “Tick Tick Boom.” ...
AFI FEST Full Lineup: 2021 Festival Adds ‘The Power of the Dog,’ ‘Parallel Mothers,’ and More
The burnished gold swags of ornamentation at the Palladium suit Rufus Wainwright perfectly. The multi-hyphenate (now artist can be added to that) swanned on stage last night in a customised blazer ...
Rufus Wainwright at the Palladium
CLUB44 RECORDS has announced that Voctave, the acclaimed a capella group known for their soaring harmonies and intricate arrangements, has released the new holiday album The Spirit of the Season: ...
VOCTAVE Releases New A Capella Holiday Album "The Spirit Of The Season"
BRADLEY WALSH was left red-faced following a cringeworthy blunder over a contestant's score on an episode of Blankety Blank.
Bradley Walsh red-faced over mortifying Blankety Blank blunder 'I'm so sorry!'
The Galaxy Watch 4 features a uniform screen design coupled with a sleek frame. It includes two buttons on the right side that function as the Home and Back. The buttons are tactile, and the Home ...
Samsung Galaxy Watch 4 Review: Is It The Best Android Smartwatch?
Baker was attending NYFF ahead of the screenings for his dark comedy “Red Rocket” in the Main Slate ... case for why movies belong on the big screen, Baker explained his opposition to the ...
Sean Baker Makes a Passionate Case For the Big Screen in Surprise Screen Talk Appearance at NYFF
Heading into AFM Cinema Management Group (CMG) has announced that Mooncusser Filmworks has hired African American composer Robert ToTeras and brought on Captain Marvel composer Pinar Toprak as co ...
First look of CMG AFM sales title ‘The Walk’ as key team boards (exclusive)
Additionally, the festival will feature a panel discussion with women film composers and songwriters ... whose film is screening in the Centerpiece slot, and will participate in a post-screening ...
Kenneth Branagh, Dakota Johnson and ‘Red Rocket’ Cast Among Middleburg Film Festival Honorees (EXCLUSIVE)
Variety cover star Jeymes Samuel could not have been more ready for his big moment. The writer, director, producer and composer was suited and booted as he stepped onto the bright blue carpet for the ...
Jay-Z and Beyoncé Turn Heads at ‘The Harder They Fall’ LA Premiere with Jonathan Majors, Regina King and Jeymes Samuel
In its 18th year, RIFF 2021 returns from the limits of a virtual year with a long list of quality films, a star-studded guest lineup including filmmaker and actor Billy ...
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